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VIDEO COURSEWARE - DISC 4
Law enforcement officers may encounter any number of unpredictable, potentially explosive situations during their shifts.
To prepare them to respond effectively, while adhering to departmental protocol, Meggitt Training Systems has designed
a comprehensive set of video courseware. These immersive, real-world simulations train law enforcement personnel to
react decisively when the unexpected inevitably occurs.
Active Shooter
As you enter a building, gunshots and screams are heard coming from around the corner.
With little time to think and assess the situation the trainee has to rely on survival skills and
split second decision making to neutralize a volatile situation. This is a fast developing,
dynamic scenario that is designed to test a trainee’s ability to react to an instantaneous, life
threatening encounter.
Classroom Hostage
You are investigating shouting coming from across the hall and find an irate female wielding
a large knife and threatening to stab two other students. This scenario demands that trainees
use solid negotiation skills and remain focused as the situation can quickly escalate. The
scenario is excellent training for use of less than lethal weapons.
Homeless Man
While performing routine security you find that a homeless man and his dog have gained
access to a restricted area. When confronted, trainees will discover that this person is an EDP
(Emotionally Disabled Person). Trainees will be challenged when dealing with the subject’s
roller coaster of emotions. The dog will attack if it feels its master is being threatened.
Abduction
As you prepare to leave a building you observe a kidnapping in progress. Weapons have
been displayed and a young woman is fighting for her life. Trainees must think and react
quickly to defuse the situation while ensuring the safety of the victim.
Drunken Woman Dancing on Bar
You and a partner respond to a call from a local club owner involving a drunken woman
doing a strip tease on his bar. The owner is afraid he will lose his licence if this activity is not
stopped. When confronted, the woman will react in a variety of ways ranging from compliance
to extreme hostility. Trainees will also encounter aggressive reactions from the other bar
patrons. This scenario offers the trainee excellent training in assertiveness and use of less than
lethal weapons.

Suicidal Neighbor

Vehicle Stop

You respond to a call involving a man
who exposed himself to a neighbor.
The neighbor informs you that the
man had a mental disorder and is on
medication. Trainee’s will be exposed
to an unknown situation and will need
to apply caution at every turn.

You observe a vehicle being driven
in an erratic manner. You initiate a
traffic stop. The occupants of the
vehicle are not cooperative. The
scenario will present trainees with a
host of situations ranging from open
hand assault to lethal confrontation.
This is a fast, dynamic, scenario full
of unexpected turns that will offer a
challenge even for seasoned veterans.

Neighbor Hurt
While working in your yard the next
door neighbor’s young child runs
up to you and says that her mother
is in trouble. When entering the
neighbor’s house you hear a male
voice screaming and your neighbor
crying. Excellent training exercise for
off duty situations and CCW.

Biker Bar
You respond to a call regarding two
known outlaw bikers with a history
of violence, refusing to leave the
bar after closing. The owner has
repeatedly asked them to leave
only to be threatened by the bikers.
There are possibilities of an explosive
situation occurring. This scenario will
test the trainee’s ability to handle
multiple aggressive subjects at one
time.

Domestic Call: Man with a Gun
You have been dispatched to a
residence where a distraught male is
threatening to kill himself and his wife.
When you arrive you find a highly
agitated man armed with a handgun.
Trainees will have to use extreme
caution and good negotiation skills to
defuse the situation.

Dispute Over a Dog
You hear an exchange of shouting
and threats coming from your
next door neighbor’s house. You
investigate and find one of your
neighbors threatening to shoot the
other neighbor’s dog. Intervention
is needed to defuse the situation.
The trainee will need to use extreme
caution as the situation has the
potential to become volatile and life
threatening.

Hostage Rescue Drill
This scenario is designed to test a
trainee’s ability to rapidly assess a
hostage situation and quickly deliver
the level of force needed to neutralize
a knife wielding suspect. Improper
use of force, slow reaction time, and/
or poor marksmanship can result in
the two hostages being harmed or
killed. The scenario is an effective
training tool for developing quick
reaction skills.

Cheating Spouse
As you enter your workplace you
observe what appears to be a fight
in progress between a jealous
husband and his wife’s new lover.
The enraged husband attacks the
boyfriend and tries to kill him.
Trainees are compelled to intervene
in this awkward and heated situation
in order to stop a murder from taking
place. This scenario significantly test a
trainee’s judgment skills.

Bath Salts
While on patrol a homeless person
flags you down and informs you
of an assault in progress. You and
your partner find a man under the
influence of a new street drug called
“Bath Salts”. The suspect is displaying
bizarre behavior and appears to be
chewing on his victim’s face. Trainees
will have to use extreme caution while
confronting this subject.

Domestic Call: Family Dispute
You have been dispatched to a
residence where a family dispute
is in progress. Upon entry you are
met by the mother who immediately
puts herself between you and her
daughter, who is brandishing a knife.
Trainees will have to act accordingly
with all three subjects in the scenario
to bring it to a peaceful close.
Trainees must remain alert at all times
as this situation can turn deadly for
the officer without warning.
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